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Lore
From birth your body has possessed a fragment of the sould of the Once and Future King, Arthur Pendragon. This has shaped your body and lifestyle as you have grown older, allowing you to demonstrate the same abilities and skills they possessed. In your dreams you relive every moment of their life, feeling their emotions and choices as they happen, and awake you see their reflections in your own 
life. 

Hits Points
Hit Points at 1st Level: 10 + CON Modifier
Hit Points at 2nd+ Levels: 1d10 (or 6) + CON Modifier

Proficiencies

Armor: All armor, shields
Weapons: Simple weapons, martial weapons
Tools: None
Saving Throws: Constitution, Charisma
Skills: Choose two skills from Acrobatics, Animal Handling, Arcana, Athletics, History, Intimidation, Nature, and Survival

Equipment

(a) chain mail or (b) leather, longbow, and 20 arrows
(a) a martial weapon and a shield or (b) two martial weapons
(a) a light crossbow and 20 bolts or (b) two daggers
(a) a dungeoneer's pack or (b) an explorer's pack

Dragon Factor As an incarnation of King Arthur, You have possessed a "Dragon Factor" from birth. Your very heart is a Dragon, and your every movement generates the same amount of Magical Energy as a Dragon would. This naturally expresses itself in several ways:

Mana Burst

You naturally infuse your body and surroundings with your Magical Energy. 
Add your CON Modifier to: To Hit, Ranged & Melee DMG, Nat & Armored AC, and Movement Speed. When applied to DMG it counts as Force Damage.
This ability is negated by an Anti-Magic field but is unaffected by Dispell Magic and similar temprorary measures as your body immediately outputs enough Magical Energy to re-reinforce you.

Charisma
You possess an unnatural charisma about you because of your Dragon Factor. Simply by feeling your presence; be it through sight, smell, sound, etc; friendly creatures are invigorated and able to push themselves beyond their normal limits. 
1/Long Rest you may select Class Lvl/2 (round up) friendly creatures within 30ft of you to give your CHA modifier to To Hit and DMG.

Instinct

You possess a natural instinct for combat, at times bordering on divination. 
Available Class Lvl/2 (round up) times per short rest.
As a Bonus Action you may act as if you are using Dodge. You do not need to see the attacker as a normal Dodge requires.
As a Reaction you may halve incoming damage.

Mana Pool Starting at Lvl 2 You are able to store your Magical Energy as Mana for use in Reinforcement and other abilities. Your maximum Mana is [(Class Lvl x10)+(CON modifier X Class Level)], you regain half of your Mana on a short rest, all of it on a long rest.
Reinforcement Using your stored Mana you are able to momentarily increase your abilities:
Movement As a Bonus Action, you may spend 20 Mana and act as if you are under the effects of Dash and the Jump spell.

Elfen Dance
As a Bonus Action, you may spend 10 Mana to use an Attack Action. This Attack Action deals an additional CON modifier DMG on hit (+4 turns in to +8, etc).
You may spend an additional 15 Mana to make a second Attack Action with Disadvantage, and 20 Mana for a third Attack Action also with Disadvantage.

Burst
As an Attack Action you may spend 20 Mana to expell Magical Energy from your body in an explosive wave. Creatures caught in a15ft sphere centered on you must make a CON Saving Throw or take 3d8 Force DMG and be moved 10ft away from you, taking half damage and not moving on a succesful save. Inorganic objects roll with disadvantage, unless they are immune to magic. 
Each additional 10 Mana put into the attack increases the DMG by 1d8.

Mana Weave

At 7th level you have learned to mold your Magical Energy into a suit of Half Plate armor for yourself or a friendly creature. 
Creating the armor lowers your Mana Pool by 10 Mana as long as the armor exists, and restores itself when the armor is dispelled. The armor is formed or dispelled as a Bonus Action. To be used on an a friendly creature you must touch them. Only one suit of armor can be created at a time.
The armor exists as a physical object separate from its owner. They can remove it or have it removed from them the same as normal armor. It possesses weight and subtance like normal armor. Any damage done to the armor is undone by your Magical Energy repairing it at no cost to your Mana Pool.
It is dispelled by an Anti-Magic Field, Dispell Magic, or similar ability. Your Mana is refunded to you in this case.

Stats

Mana Weave
AC: 15 + Dex modifier (max 2)
Strength: NA
Stealth: Disadvantage
Weight: 40
Special Effects:
-Magic Resistance: The wearer has advantage on Saving Throws against spells and other magical effects.

Superior 
Dragon Factor As you have grown in power so to has your Dragon Factor. You can pick one of the variants for each of your abilities below.

Mana Burst

Breath of the 
Red Dragon 
(Mana Burst)

Your Magical Energy has become like the breath of a Dragon, wild and destructive. 
Add (your CON modifier)x2 to: To Hit, Ranged & Melee DMG. Add (your CON modifier)x1 to: Nat & Armored AC, and Movement Speed. DMG can count as either Force or Necrotic Damage.
This ability is negated by an Anti-Magic field but is unaffected by Dispell Magic and similar temprorary measures as your body immediately outputs enough Magical Energy to re-reinforce you.

Torrent of 
Light (Mana 
Burst)

Your Magical Energy has become like an anchor of light, unwavering and eternal. 
Add (your CON modifier)x2 to: Nat & Armored AC, and Movement Speed. Add (your CON modifier)x1 to: To Hit, Ranged & Melee DMG. DMG can count as either Force or Radiant Damage.
This ability is negated by an Anti-Magic field but is unaffected by Dispell Magic and similar temprorary measures as your body immediately outputs enough Magical Energy to re-reinforce you.

Charisma

Knight of the 
Lion 
(Charisma)

Those fighitng around you feel as if they are blessed by a divine power. 1/Long Rest you may select Class Lvl/2 (round up) friendly creatures within 30ft of you to give the following effects:
They gain your CHA modifier to To Hit and DMG, and are granted your CHA modifier in Temporary Hit Points. Any effected creatures who are unconscious are raised to 1 Hit Point and gain (your CHA modifier)d4 Temporary Hit Points.

Wild Hunt 
(Charisma)

Those fighitng around you feel a specter of death driving them forward. 1/Long Rest you may select Class Lvl/2 (round up) friendly creatures within 30ft of you to give the following effects:
They gain your CHA modifier to To Hit and DMG, and are granted (your CHA modifier)d4 in Temporary Hit Points. Any effected creatures are prevented from becoming unconscious, and may continue acting past 0 Hit Points, but must continue to make Death Saving Throws every turn.

Instinct

Radiant 
Journey 
(Instinct)

When you look back on the road you have taken you see the smiles of the people you've helped, and the world they will build ahead of you as a radiant dawn.Your natural combat prowess has developed to aid yourself and others in a defensive manner. 
Available Class Lvl/2 (round up) times per short rest.
As a Bonus Action Class Lvl/2 (round up) times per short rest you may act as if you are using the Dodge action, and on the next turn act as if you are using Disengage without losing your an Action. You do not need to see the attacker as a normal Dodge requires.
As a Reaction you may halve incoming damage, and act as if you are using Disengage on your next turn without losing an Action.

Twilight Star 
(Instinct)

When you look back on the road you've taken you see the weakness of yourself and the people around you, and the calamities they lead to as a Fire Damage dusk. Your natural combat prowess has developed to counter and punish your enemies.
Available Class Lvl/2 (round up) times per short rest.
As a Bonus Action you may act as if you are under full cover regardless of location or situation, and may make and Attack of Opportunity with Advantage against your attacker.
As a Reaction you may halve incoming damage and make an Attack of Opportunity with Advantage against your attacker.

Thirteen 
Rrestraints

A set of restraints placed of the weapons of King Arthur by the Knights of the Round, inhereted by you at Level 13.
Each restraint met adds +1 to your DMG rolls with the weapon given by your subclass. They do not stack with other modifiers, and are only applicable to Exaclibur and Rhongomyniad. (If you had a +4 DMG modifier, a +5 from the thirteen restraints would replace it, not add to it)

Restraints "The enemy must be more powerful than oneself" - The enemy must have a higher CR than you or your party
"The battle must be one-on-one" - You and any friendly creatures must not have targeted the same creature within the last turn.
"The enemy must not be an elemental" - You enemy must not be an Elemental
"The battle must be one against evil" - Your opponent must be of an Evil Alignment. Alternatively up to the DMs discretion.
"The battle must not involve personal gain" - You cannot have started the fight with intent to gain from it. DMs discretion on knowing vs unkowing, explicit vs implicit, etc.
"The battle must not be against Humanity" - Your actions cannot be taken for results that would worsen the overall condition of the species. DMs discretion on whether or not this applies to non-humans (elfs, orcs, dwarves, etc).
"The battle must not be inhumane" - Your actions taken cannot be overtly cruel (torture, rape, genocide, etc). DMs discretion I guess.
"The battle must be for truth" - You cannot be fighting to knowingly protect a lie or obfuscate the truth in some way.
"The battle must be to live" - You must be fighting for your or anothers survival/It needs to be a life and death conflict.
"The battle must be to save the world" - The fight must be on a world changing scale. DMs discretion on whether it applies to any fight taken on a journey to save the world vs the specific fight that will save the world.
"One's comrades-in-arms must be courageous" - No friendly creatures can have fled the battle, or knowingly put themselves before another to avoid harm.



"The battle must not be against one pure of heart" - DMs discretion. Alternatively the target cannot be of a Good Alignment.
"The battle must be an honorable one" - You cannot have taken cowardly or dishonorable actions leading in to or during the fight.

Superior 
Reinforcement You have learned new ways increase your abilities using your Mana.

Fly

Gather all of your Mana into your legs and launch yourself at a target, becoming a shooting star and crashing through anything in your path.
Using your Movement and Attack Actions, you can spend 40 Mana to launch yourself twice your movement speed in a straight line. Anything caught between you and your target must make an opposing CON Saving Throw or be thrown 20ft away from you, knocked prone, and take falling damage equivalent to the distance you have crossed at the time +CON Modifier Force Damage.
Each additional 10 Mana added to the action increases the possible range by 10ft.

Defense
As a Bonus Action, you may spend 20 Mana to increase your AC by your CON Modifier.
You may spend an additional 20 Mana to add double your CON Modifier.

Blast
As an attack action you may spend 20 Mana to gather Magical Energy in your hand and then fire it as an explosive blast. Creatures caught in the 30ft cone blast must make an opposing CON Saving Throw or take 5d8 DMG and be forced 15ft away from you, taking half damage and not moving on a succesful save. Inorganic objects roll with disadvantage, unless they are immune to magic. 
Each additional 10 Mana put into the attack increases the DMG by another 1d8.

Helm Breaker
Reinforce your body during a fall to crush a target under you.
Spend 10 Mana per 10ft of your Falling Damage to target a creature within your Movement Speed below you. You land in front of this creature, slamming your weapon into them and transfering your Falling Damage into them.

Superior Mana 
Weave

At 14th level you have gained better control over Mana Weave armor. You are now able to form it into a suit of Full Plate armor. 
Creating the armor lowers your Mana Pool by 20 Mana as long as the armor exists, and restores itself when the armor is dispelled. The armor is formed or dispelled as a Bonus Action. To be used on an a friendly creature you must touch them. Only one suit of armor can be created at a time.
The armor exists as a physical object separate from its owner. They can remove it or have it removed from them the same as normal armor. It possesses weight and subtance like normal armor. Any damage done to the armor is undone by your Magical Energy repairing it at no cost to your Mana Pool.
It is dispelled by an Anti-Magic Field, Dispell Magic, or similar ability. Your Mana is refunded to you in this case.

Stats

Mana Weave Full Plate
AC: 18
Strength: 15
Stealth: Disadvantage
Weight: 65
Special Effects:
-Magic Resistance: The wearer has advantage on Saving Throws against spells and other magical effects.

Crown of the 
Stars

A sign of Authority given to King Arthur by the planet. A radiant crown forged in the planet's inner sea.
Similar to Charisma, the presence of the crown empowers firendly creatures within 30ft of you, increasing their STR, DEX, and CON Modifiers by +1.
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Sword of 
Selection

At 3rd level, having chosen the path of the Sword, you recieve a vision of your past life. In it you stand in a field at dawn, before you is the Sword of Selection, Caliburn, which will set you on the path to kinghood. Upon approaching the the stone and pulling the sword from it you awaken. The sword lays in your hand outside of the dream, and is bound to you forever more.
Caliburn can be summoned and dispelled as a Bonus Action. Despite bing formed of Magical Energy, it exists as a physical object and is not effected by Dispell Magic or Anti-Magic Fields. If the sword is removed from your possession, it can be called back to you instantly. 
Calburn is a Noble Phantasm, a crystalized mystery representing the original sword, it cannot be destroyed permanently.

Caliburn Caliburn is an ornate, golden longsword. The body of the blade is marked with Fae text, denoting it as their creation. Aside from its purpose as a sign of authority, the primary abilities of the sword are to grant the owner immortality and to magnify their Magical Energy while using it.

Stats

melee weapon (martial, sword)
Category: Items
Damage: 1d6 (1d8)
Damage Type: Slashing, Piercing
Properties: Versatile
Weight: 3

Journey of 
Flowers:

Caliburn's enchantment halts any and all aging to its owner's body. They are effectively frozen in time from the moment they came in to possession of the sword. You still require food and water to survive, but you will not die of old age. 
Grants advantage on Death Saves.
For 10 Mana/Spell Lvl you can cast False Life using Caliburn to gain Xd4+CON modifier hit points.

Holy Sword 
Release:

Use 20 Mana to increase Caliburn's Damage Die to 2d8+1d8 Fire Damage
You fill Caliburn with Magical Energy causing the blade to shine and increasing its attack power.

Starlight 
(Convergenc
e)

After using Holy Sword Release, as a Bonus Action you may make a ranged spell attack against a single creature. Deals 1d8+CON modifier Fire DMG on hit.
You release the stored Magical Energy from Caliburn's tip, firing a beam of golden light that burns the target.

Protection of 
the Lake

A blessing given to King Arthur by the Lady of the Lake, inhereted by you at 6th Level.
Grants Freedom of Movement when standing in or on water or water based substances. Should you wish it, you may walk on water, the surface solidifying under your feet, or move freely under water. You cannot drown, the water will simply push you back to the surface.
Increases Mana Pool by 10+CON Modifier.

Invisble Air

A spell used by King Arthur to hide their sword after losing its sheath. It is a torrent of air, moving so fast it renders whatever it surrounds invisible.
Creating the Invisble Air lowers your Mana Pool by 10 Mana as long as it is in use, and restores itself when the armor is dispelled. Multiple instances of Invisible Air can be created, but each one beyond the first requires a Concentration Saving Throw to maintain every turn in combat. 
The creation of Invisible Air requires that there be air in the area, it cannot be created in a vacuum, but it can be made of any type of air. It is dispelled by an Anti-Magic Field, Dispell Magic, or similar ability. Your Mana is refunded to you in this case.
Weapons coated in Invisible Air act as if under the effect of the Invisible Weapon spell, and gain 1d8 Bludgeoning. The damage type for the following abilities can be changed to Necrotic or Radiant based on the variant of Mana Burst chosen at level 10.

Strike Air

An explosive decompression generated by releasing Invisible Air in front of you.
For 50 Mana, create a tunnel 30ft wide and as long as your Movement Speed in a straight line that last until the end of the Round. Everything caught in the initial creation of the tunnel is dealt 5d8 Force Damage and must make an opposed CON Saving Throw. On a succesful Saving Throw they are thrown 10ft away from the tunnel, on a failed Saving Throw they are moved to the other end of the 
tunnel and take Falling Damage equal to the distance they moved.

Liner Air
A propulsion technique generated by releasing Invisible Air behind you.
For 50 Mana, fire yourself your Movement Speed in a straight line at a single target dealing 5d8 Force Damage in a 30ft wake behind you, and making an Attack Action against your target dealing Falling Damage equivalent to the distance you traveled. Creatures caught in the 30ft wake must make CON Saving Throws or be knocked prone.

Burst Air

A projectile attack made by firing off gusts of wind.
For 10 Mana you fire a projectile in a straight line that deals 3d6 Bludgeoning on hit. This can be enhanced for 10 Mana to generate a 15"x15"x15" pillar of swirling Air where the Burst Air struck that deals 3d6 Slashing to anyone touching it for one round.
As a bonus action you may spend 5 Mana to release a gust of wind that deals 1d6 Slashing and pushes the target backwards 10ft on a failed CON Saving Throw.

First Air
A dashing attack using Invisible Air to carry you forwards.
For 10 Mana you can Rush a target up to 10ft away, dealing half weapon damage and knocking them prone on a failed CON Saving Throw. This can be repeated twice for 10 Mana each time (total 30 Mana, 30ft, 3 attacks). You do not have to target the same creature each time.

Wing Air

A rising slash to send your opponents skyward.
For 20 Mana you make a Melee Attack action against one creature, on a succesful hit you deal weapon damage and the target must make a CON Saving Throw. On a miss you do not deal weapon damage but the target must still make a Con Saving Throw. 
On a failed CON Saving Throw the target is launched 30ft into the air and at the end of the round will fall back to the ground taking falling damage and being knocked prone. 
Flying creatures have disadvantage on their CON Saving Throw.

Cross Air During Helm Breaker, if you have Invisible Air on your weapon, you may spend 30 Mana to increase your Fall Damage by 30ft.
Barrier of the
Wind King

An expanded version of its normal function as a concealing wind. Surrounds a targeted area with a tornado that prevents entry or exit unless allowed by the caster.
For 40 Mana surround a 60"x60"x60" area with Invisible Air that prevents physical or spiritual entry or exit unless you permit it. Can take any shape you wish, and renders the encapsulated area invisible. Possesses Hit Points equivalent to half of your total Hit Points+CON Modifier. Can be Dispelled.

Tyrant Clap
Collapse the Barrier of the Wind King into one point, crushing every thing inside.
For 20 Mana per target inside the Barrier of the Wind King, move all targets together and deal 10d8 Force Damage.

Sealed 
Excalibur

At 11th Level you recieve a vision in your dreams of King Arthur being granted Excalibur by the Lady of the Lake. When you wake up, Caliburn brakes in half and then reconstitutes itself into Excalibur.
Excalibur is a golden greatsword, forged in the heart of the planet, and given to the worthy that they might use its power to protect the world of man.
Excalibur can be summoned and dispelled as a Bonus Action. Despite bing formed of Magical Energy, it exists as a physical object and is not effected by Dispell Magic or Anti-Magic Fields. If the sword is removed from your possession, it can be called back to you instantly. 
Excalibur is a Noble Phantasm, a crystalized mystery representing the original sword, it cannot be destroyed permanently.

Stats

melee weapon (martial, sword)
Damage: 3d6 (3d8)
Damage Type: Slashing, Piercing
Properties: Heavy, Versatile
Weight: 6

Path Where 
Flowers Fell

The same a Caliburn, Excalibur's enchantment halts any and all aging to its owner's body, freezing their body in time. You still require food and water to survive, but you will not die of old age. 
Grants advantage on Death Saves.
For 10 Mana/Spell Lvl you can cast False Life using Caliburn to gain Xd4+(CON Modifier)2 Hit Points.

Holy Sword 
Release:

Use 20 Mana to increase Caliburn's Damage Die to 3d10+2d8 Force Damage
You fill Excalibur with Magical Energy causing the blade to shine and increasing its attack power.

Starlight 
(Convergenc
e)

You release the stored Magical Energy from Excalibur's tip, firing a beam of golden light that burns the target.
After using Holy Sword Release, as a Bonus Action you may make a ranged spell attack against a single creature. Deals 5d8+CON Modifier Force DMG on hit.

Starlight 
(Divergence)

You release the stored Magical Energy from Excalibur's tip, firing waves of light in a fan that burn the targets.
After using Holy Sword Release, as a Bonus Action you may make a ranged spell attack in a cone 30ft wide and you Movement Speed long. Deals 2d8+CON Modifier Force DMG to enemies caught in the AoE.

Excalibur At 15th Level you have managed to unlock Excalibur's full potential, increasing its power and allowing the use of its True Name Release.

New Stats

melee weapon (martial, sword)
Damage: 3d8 (4d8)
Damage Type: Slashing, Piercing
Properties: Heavy, Versatile
Weight: 6

Hammer of 
the Vile King

Project energy from Excalibur, extending its range and power.
For 40 Mana increase Excalibur's attack range to half of your Movement Speed and increase its Damage Die by 1dX.

Sword of 
Promised 
Victory

The True Name Release of Excalibur. Gathering Magical Energy not only from your body, but from the hopes and dreams of humanity and the planet itself, Excalibur releases a wave of energy that annihilates anything in its path.
For 100 Mana, as a Bonus Action prepare to release the Sword of Promised Victory on your next turn. You cannot move or take another action once you have begun preparing Sword of Promised Victory, but it can be prepared and fired while falling or airborne.
Deals 3d8 Force Damage for each of the Thirteen Restraints released (8 Restraints released = 24d8 Force Damage, etc).

Avalon

The Scabbard of Excalibur, once lost, returned to you at 20th Level. While Excalibur made King Arthur's body timeless, Avalon granted immortality by constantly healing their body and spirit. Even then, its true power lay in its ability to render the owner completely immune to harm, shrouding their body in its namesake, a land beyond death where no harm or wrong doing can exist.
Every turn, as long as you have Avalon on your person, you regain your CON Modifier in Hit Points.
As a Noble Phantasm, Avalon shares the same propeerties as Excalibur of being physically unaffected by Anti-Magic, Dispell, and being indestructible. It can be summoned and dispelled as a Bonus Action.
Once per month, as a reaction to an attack that would drop you to 0 Hit Points or lower, you are able to actualize the power Avalon to shield yourself in the Isle of Apples, completely nullifying any incoming damage or effect (even from something such as Wish), remove any harmful effects currently active on yourself, and restore yourself to full Hit Points.




